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LEAN DRIVEN INNOVATION
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July 20 | Akron, OH

PROTECTING THE TROOPS: DYNAMIC METALS & AM GENERAL 
JUNE 29 • ELKHART, IN

DON’T MISS THESE EVENTS

Register Now!

JUNE 29  ELKHART, IN
More info at http://www.ame.org/event/protecting-troops-dynamic-metals-and-am-general 

TRIM LEAD TIME WITH LEAN AT MASTERBRAND CABINETS 
JULY 11 • FERDINAND, IN
More info at http://www.ame.org/event/trim-lead-time-lean-masterbrand-cabinets 

LEAN DRIVEN INNOVATION AT GOODYEAR
JULY 20 AKRON OHJULY 20 • AKRON, OH
More info at http://www.ame.org/event/lean-driven-innovation

AME INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE 
OCTOBER 9 -13 • BOSTON. MA REGISTER NOW!
More info at http://www.ame.org/boston
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UPCOMING EVENT

PROTECTING THE TROOPS
DYNAMIC METALS & AM GENERAL
June 29 | Mishawaka, INJune 29 | Mishawaka, IN

Urgent requirements for protection of HUMVEEs for the United States and its allies have driven a need for 
lean tools to improve throughput, implement one piece flow and implement error proofing supporting a surge 
in armored HUMVEE production. Come see how AM General and its suppler Dynamic Metals are 
answering the call. You will see a number of lean techniques on two shop floors in one day!

HOST COMPANIES
Dynamic Metals LLC is a supplier of armored doors and other components to the HUMVEE assembly lineDynamic Metals, LLC is a supplier of armored doors and other components to the HUMVEE assembly line 
at AM General, LLC. Both companies are leaders in the protection and production of light tactical vehicles 
for the United States and its allies around the world.

PRESENTERS
Kent Herber, VP Operations, Dynamic Metals and David Whitby, VP Military Operations, AM General

WHO SHOULD ATTEND?
Shop floor leadership through executive leadership interested in lean tools applied to manufacturing and 
assembly quality and throughput in the defense and automotive industries.

WHY ATTEND?
• Line layout changes to dramatically improve throughput and efficiency
• Process and tooling implementation to improve quality and productivity
• Management operating system implementation

MORE INFORMATION & TO REGISTER: 
http://www.ame.org/event/protecting-troops-dynamic-metals-and-am-general

AME Boston 2017 Conference

Want to learn more about AME Boston 2017 and the theme Get Engaged? Check out our video!

Click this link to view our video: https://goo.gl/OxBvfx

https://goo.gl/OxBvfx
https://goo.gl/OxBvfx
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UPCOMING EVENT

TRIM LEAD TIME WITH LEAN AT MASTERBRAND CABINETS
July 11 | Ferdinand, IN

T M t B d C bi t I (MBCI) F di d Pl t ith AME d h thi f ilit lTour MasterBrand Cabinets, Inc. (MBCI) Ferdinand Plant with AME, and see how this facility uses lean 
principles and tools to drive daily improvements in safety, quality and productivity. Look first hand at huddle 
boards that help to communicate the current condition and the goal for the day; see how 5S has been 
integrated into the Masterbrand culture; and learn how their improvement teams build quality into daily 
standards by using visual management on the shop floor. This knowledge is used to help produce 
repeatable quality results in a very challenging industry. 

HOST COMPANY
Headquartered in Jasper, Indiana, MasterBrand Cabinets, Inc. (MBCI) is the largest cabinet manufacturer 
in North America, with 28 manufacturing plants across the continent. The MBCI Ferdinand Plant produces 
nearly 10,000 cabinets each day and employs approximately 1,700 hourly associates. It is the largest plant 
in MBCI, having a daily output four to five times the output of the next largest plant in the system. The plant 
began its lean journey approximately 16 years ago; today, lean tools are used at all levels to drive YOY 
improvements in SQDC. MBCI's vast portfolio of brands – ranging from standard to custom – offers quality 
cabinetry solutions for kitchen, bath and other areas of the home. MBCI is an operating company of the 
consumer product company Fortune Brands Home & Security Inc (NYSE: FBHS) MasterBrand comconsumer product company, Fortune Brands Home & Security, Inc. (NYSE: FBHS). MasterBrand.com

PRESENTER
Scott Denhart has more than 25 years of highly diversified management experience within manufacturing 
environments, including extensive hands-on knowledge of manufacturing resource planning, just-in-time, 
lean manufacturing, kaizen, 5S, total productive maintenance, total quality commitment and high 
performance work team concepts. Denhart currently works as senior director of stock operations at the 
MBCI Aristokraft Plant in Ferdinand, Indiana. Denhart previously worked as general manager of the MBCI 
D Pl t i J I di D i th t ti h ERP i l t ti th i f thDecora Plant in Jasper, Indiana. During that time, he oversaw an ERP implementation, the expansion of the 
Decora product line into the Home Center channel (The Home Depot), and the introduction of a custom 
color program. Denhart has also worked for Ford Motor Company and Kemper Cabinets; at Kemper, 
Denhart led several events to convert the plant from a make-to-stock to a make-to-order plant. This change, 
combined with switching the components to JIT, resulted in a 33% reduction in manufacturing lead time. He 
holds a Bachelor of Science in business administration, management and operations from Indiana 
University.

WHY ATTEND?
• Tour a high volume cabinet manufacturer
• Observe how 5S has been integrated into the shop floor
• Get feedback from lean leadership on implementation strategies
• See firsthand how quality is maintained in a high variation environment
• See how Masterbrand has reduced lead-time over the years

MORE INFORMATION & TO REGISTER: http://www ame org/event/trim lead time lean masterbrand cabinetsMORE INFORMATION & TO REGISTER: http://www.ame.org/event/trim-lead-time-lean-masterbrand-cabinets

http://www.masterbrand.com/
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UPCOMING EVENT

LEAN DRIVEN INNOVATION
July 27 | Akron, OH

T G d AME E ll A d i i t d h thTour Goodyear, an AME Excellence Award recipient, and see how the company 
has developed its highly successful lean R&D and innovation creation process in 
this one-day workshop packed with simulations, examples, case studies and fun. This presentation imparts 
what Goodyear learned on its lean R&D journey as well as how the company implemented lean principles 
and achieved synergy between lean and creativity.

Although lean has found widespread application in manufacturing and services, there have been very few 
sustained implementations in R&D or other organizations that focus on innovation. Lean-startup thinking p g p g
has energized high-tech industries, but applications to the innovation creation process in traditional 
manufacturing industries or services have been rare and very little has been published on the subject. In 
fact, many executives believe that applying lean to an innovation creation process can hurt creativity. This 
resistance is unfortunate. The benefits of applying lean include higher agility, more successful new 
products, better delivery and much higher speed to market. Don't miss this unique opportunity to see lean 
applied in a world-class facility where NASCAR tires are made.

HOST COMPANYHOST COMPANY
Goodyear is an international tire design and manufacturing company headquartered in Akron, OH with a 
near 120 year history. The company has innovation centers in Akron, Luxembourg and Germany. All 
centers utilize the same product development and time-to-market processes as they serve different markets.
As validated by the recent AME Excellence Award, Goodyear has developed a highly successful lean R&D 
and innovation creation process, and the company willingly shares its findings with industry. This 
presentation imparts what Goodyear learned on its lean R&D journey as well as how Goodyear 
implemented lean principles and achieved synergy between lean and creativity. The workshop is packed 
with simulations, examples, case studies and fun.  At Goodyear, lean thinking has enhanced the flow of 
creative ideas from inception to market launch, has created the capacity needed, and has significantly 
increased the speed of our process. It also has improved quality and enabled Goodyear to release 1,500 
new products or SKU’s (stock keeping units) globally every year on time and on target. goodyear.com

PRESENTER
Norbert Majarus began his career with Goodyear in 1979 and has spent the last eight years developing 
and implementing an end to end lean product development process across all three of Goodyear’s Globaland implementing an end to end lean product development process across all three of Goodyear s Global 
Innovation Centers.  Majarus has a master’s degree in chemistry and earned the titles of Masters Black Belt 
for both six sigma and for lean. Throughout his career, he has worked in most functions of product 
development with time spent in both Akron, Ohio and Luxembourg, Europe. His experience includes 
materials development, tire engineering, project management, and equipment design, benchmarking and 
quality systems.  In his book, “Lean-Driven Innovation” Majarus describes the lean principles that apply to 
new product development and shows how they were implemented at Goodyear.

MORE INFORMATION & TO REGISTER htt // / t/l d i i tiMORE INFORMATION & TO REGISTER: http://www.ame.org/event/lean-driven-innovation

https://www.goodyear.com/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R6wzXArjE6E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=R6wzXArjE6E
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UPCOMING EVENT

LEARNING TO LEARN WITH TWI:
A DAY OF BUILDING KNOWLEDGE & SKILL
August 29 | Anderson, INAugust 29 | Anderson, IN

This full-day training event provides you a deep understanding the Job Instruction program—a component 
of the Training Within Industry (TWI) program. In this hands-on and skill-building event, discover the three 
main tools of job instruction: The four-step method of instruction, the job breakdown and the training 
timetable through interactive, hands-on examples and demonstrations.

After a presentation of the tools, attendees will use the lean simulator to practice breaking down tasks and 
d li t i i i th f t th d i ll Whil th t i i i b i d li d ’ll ldelivery training using the four-step method in small groups. While the training is being delivered, you’ll also 
be developing a plan for using JI to solve one of your organization’s issues or opportunities. The session will 
conclude with a discussion of these plans and a commitment for action.

PRESENTER
Roger Bilas is president of the training and consulting firm, The Bilas Group, LLC, and founder of the Basic 
Leader Skills Academy. His consulting practice focuses on delivering bottom-line results through process 
and performance improvement and leadership development utilizing the multiple continuous improvement p p p p g p p
and organization development methodologies. Prior to launching his own firm, Bilas held numerous 
leadership and staff positions in the private sector where he was able to hone his transformational change 
leadership skills in preparation for starting his own consulting practice. As a consultant he has worked in 
numerous sectors: process and discrete manufacturing, aerospace, oil and gas, healthcare, banking, and 
higher education. The methodologies employed for improvement include lean thinking and principles, 
business process redesign, total quality management, leadership and organization development, and 
Training Within Industry (TWI). His current focus is on applying the TWI J-programs, not only for improved 
performance but as the foundation for all leadership development and continuous improvement efforts in anperformance, but as the foundation for all leadership development and continuous improvement efforts in an 
organization.

WHY ATTEND?
• Understand each TWI J-program and how each supports the other
• Learn to capture the important steps, key points and reasons of doing a simple task in a job breakdown
• Learn use a job breakdown and JI pocket card to instruct another participant on a simple task
• Plan the application TWI and specifically the JI subprogram at your own facility

WHO SHOULD ATTEND?
• Trainers
• Lean leaders or coordinators
• Operations managers
• Supervisors

MORE INFORMATION & TO REGISTER: 
http://www.ame.org/event/learning-learn-twi-day-building-knowledge-and-skill
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UPCOMING WEBINARS

PEOPLE-CENTRIC LEADERSHIP OVERIVEW
June 15 | 1:00 p.m. - 2:00 p.m. EDT

This webinar will provide an overview of the key leadership behaviors and responsibilities required to create 
a people-centric culture in which each day everyone flourishes and goes home fulfilled by pursuing 
excellenceexcellence.
MORE INFO & TO REGISTER: http://www.ame.org/event/webinar-people-centric-leadership-overview

LEAN DRIVEN INNOVATION
June 22 | 1:00 p.m. - 2:00 p.m. EDT

This webinar focuses on the application of lean thinking to the innovation creation process; principles of lean 
startups in a traditional manufacturing company. The same thinking can be used to drive innovation instartups in a traditional manufacturing company. The same thinking can be used to drive innovation in 
processes like health care, finance and insurance.
MORE INFO & TO REGISTER: http://www.ame.org/event/webinar-lean-driven-innovation

BUILDING AN IMPROVEMENT CULTURE USING INTERMOUNTAIN 
HEALTHCARE CI METHOD
July 13 | 1:00 p.m. - 2:00 p.m. EDT

This webinar will introduce attendees to the Intermountain Healthcare Continuous Improvement Method.  
The discussion will center around Intermountain’s approach to apply Continuous Improvement systems 
broadly in a very large organization in a very short time frame. 
MORE INFO & TO REGISTER: http://www.ame.org/event/webinar-building-improvement-culture-using-intermountain-
healthcare-ci-method

http://www.ame.org/webinars
http://www.ame.org/webinars
http://www.ame.org/webinars
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Organizational Design and People-centric Leadership
People come to work wanting to do a good job. “It’s frustrating, however, if they don’t have the tools or support 

needed to be successful,” said George Konstantakos, operations leader, Light Industrial Systems, Hypertherm 
Inc. in Hanover, NH. “In a people-centric leadership approach, both the front line leadership and second level of 
leadership need to be supportive of the people doing the work. It is their role to remove barriers affecting the 
teams, treating workers as owners, not subordinates.” Associates at Hypertherm manufacture advanced plasma, , g , yp p ,
laser and water jet systems.

Through effective organizational design, leaders at the first two levels have clearly-defined roles in making the 
facility successful. The front line, called the Cell Level Team, is a team of assemblers who perform the work; 
material handlers who insure the flow of material from receiving into the value stream, and from finished goods to 
the distribution center; and lead assemblers who support the team in achieving each pitch. A key strategy is hiring 
and training the right type of personality for front-line leadership, according to Konstantakos. “People who have 
risen from assembly positions to lead assembler have learned not to tell people what to do, but to show them what 
to do and be supportive of their team members in achieving their pitch ” he said “They work with and assist theirto do and be supportive of their team members in achieving their pitch,” he said. “They work with and assist their 
team. It could mean troubleshooting problems such as a parts shipment that didn’t arrive, or jumping in and 
performing the work alongside their team members. They are there to help the team – assemblers and material 
handlers who are stewards of the process.”

The Cell Level Team reports into a Value Stream Team. Lead assemblers report to a value stream leader, who 
ensures that the front line leaders have the training and other resources they need. Manufacturing engineers 
partner closely with the assemblers to define the work methods. Planner-buyers work closely with material 
handlers to insure the pull systems through the supply base are working effectively. Bonding and rapport among p y g pp y g y g pp g
the engineers, assemblers, value stream leader and lead assemblers, as well as planner-buyers and material 
handlers, create strong working relationships and spark effective communications about work standards, 
according to Konstantakos. “I am most comfortable when a manufacturing engineer designs a work standard that 
they can perform themselves,” he said. Fostering this collaborative environment, lead assemblers have stand-up 
desks within the cells. “If an assembler requires help, everyone is within eyeshot of the lead assembler,” 
Konstantakos said. “If the Cell Level Team requires support, the entire Value Stream Team, value stream leader, 
manufacturing engineers and planner-buyer also have desks on the shop floor just steps away.”

Konstantakos added “When we’re hiring we’re looking for skills plus competencies Not just what you can doKonstantakos added, “When we’re hiring, we’re looking for skills plus competencies. Not just what you can do, 
but how you are able to do it equals success. When we interview, we look for empathetic, humble qualities, and 
how people interact with teams on the floor. We have found these people in abundance – people who adapt 
naturally to a collaborative, respectful work style.”

The Power of Presence
At the operations level of leadership, presence – being where the work is performed, witnessing day-to-day 

activities, celebrating positive change, and hearing about employees’ challenges and concerns – is crucial, , g p g , g p y g ,
according to Konstantakos. “The success of the system is predicated on being supportive to people,” he said.

Konstantakos added that, during a lean journey, “It requires a lot of effort not to slide back to the old ways. 
Challenges will arise. You need to let line leaders be assistants to people, not firefighters. And when someone is 
new, offer training and real-time mentoring until they are comfortable performing those tasks on their own. It’s 
more than learning the tools; look at how you teach, support and develop people.”

Editor’s note: For information about AME regional events focused on people-centric leadership and workforce issues, 
employee engagement lean implementation and other topics check ame org Watch for details about tours presentationsemployee engagement, lean implementation and other topics, check ame.org. Watch for details about tours, presentations, 
workshops and special interest sessions planned for the AME 2017 “Get Engaged” annual conference in Boston, October 9-
13, at www.ame.org/Boston. Hypertherm recently hosted an AME event focused on organizational design at its Hanover, NH 
site.

Lea Tonkin, a contributing writer for AME regional newsletters, is the president of Lea Tonkin Communications, Woodstock, IL.



http://www.ame.org/Boston
http://www.ame.org/Boston
http://www.ame.org/Boston
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Become a Corporate Member of AME
The Association for Manufacturing Excellence (AME) is the leading 
industry-diverse community of more than 4,000 professionals dedicated to y y , p
enterprise excellence. Join today to explore the latest continuous 
improvement methods and best practices that will help you move your career, 
your company and your industry forward. For more information on pricing for 
Corporate membership visit the Corporate Membership Program page.

AME Target Magazine and Target Online
Target magazine is AME’s quarterly publication designed for senior and 
experienced manufacturing professionals who are continuously reinventing 
products and services to meet tough competitive challenges. 
Target Online is AME’s weekly source of industry news. Delivered each 
Friday via email, it is the premiere source for original content and industry 
news focused on manufacturing, lean and continuous improvement.

AME’s Manufacturing Job Board
AME’s Manufacturing Job Board showcases job openings in manufacturing 
and highlights talented candidates who are exclusively interested in 
manufacturing / technology. The AME Manufacturing Job Board has benefits 
for job seekers and employers alike.

Your Lean Journey Starts Here
If you are currently pursuing or considering Lean Bronze Certification, 
attendance at a one hour AME regional event tour and presentation counts 
towards the ASQ/AME/Shingo Institute/SME Lean Bronze Certification. 
That’s right, one hour credit per tour and presentation. it’s also one hour credit 
for each AME classroom event or webinar.for each AME classroom event or webinar.

http://www.ame.org/corporate-membership-program
http://jobs.ame.org/
http://www.ame.org/lean-certification
http://www.ame.org/
http://www.ame.org/excellence-awards
http://www.ame.org/consortia
http://www.ame.org/champions-club
http://www.ame.org/champions-hr-excellence
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AME GREAT LAKES BOARD OF DIRECTORS

INDIANA
Jim Orbik

(President)

OHIO

Melissa Kaufman

MICHIGAN

Mike Carter(President)
jorbik@mchsi.com

David Whitby
david.whitby@amgeneral.com

Mark Balsmeyer
mbalsme er@jasperengines com

Melissa Kaufman
Melissa.kaufman@crown.com

Larry Coburn
lbt060687@Gmail.com

Peg Pennington
pennington 84@osu edu

Mike Carter
jcarter1@steelcase.com

Bill Hays
BHays@la-z-boy.com

Chad Miller
Chad miller@mascocabinetry commbalsmeyer@jasperengines.com

Bill Roper
broper@ctbinc.com

pennington.84@osu.edu

Todd Reese
todd.reese@av.abbott.com

Michael Manning
manning.michael@millercoors.com

Chad.miller@mascocabinetry.com

Rick Wiltse
rwiltse@tremcoinc.com

Five Benefits of Hosting a Regional Eventg g
1 - As a host you can select the subject. Identify a “gap” in existing knowledge or experience within your 
organization. AME will bring in a facilitator to teach the Host participants as well as the other attendees. 
2 - Hosting an application based event (e.g. a kaizen event) will provide the host company with tangible 
improvements in the selected area. Attendees from other companies will be valuable resources during the 
event to implement real change. AME will bring in a facilitator if required.
3 - Build your network of fellow Continuous Improvement and Operational Excellence professionals that will 
Provide  continued benefits long after the event.
4 Receive suggestions for improvement from attendees after a tour of the host facility4 - Receive suggestions for improvement from attendees after a tour of the host facility.
5 - Use the event as a “rallying point” for the organization to progress to the next level in your quest for 
Operational Excellence, or to reinvigorate a stalled effort.

Value Stream Mapping, Lean Office, Pull Systems, TPM, Toyota Kata, TWI, Daily Visual Management –
whatever the subject area - AME can help you close an existing knowledge gap. 

Contact Great Lakes Region President, Jim Orbik, jorbik@mchsi.com to discuss the possibility of holding ang , , j @ p y g
event at your facility.

http://www.ame.org/

